1. Open packaging and save the cellophane and cardboard.
2. Spray adhesive the two pieces of cardboard packaging together or use lightweight chipboard. 
   Trim to a 12” square. The build goes on this. It works best not to put it on the shadowbox back.
   Referring to step 8: use a pencil to outline the silver paper for placement, later. The lines go 
   under the double sided tape.
3. Using Hinted Gold text, print happy loving sentences. Different text sizes helped it seem to 
   grow. You can stamp something if you want, instead. If you do, seal it with spray acrylic sealer. 
   I used the darkest purple font in Pts: 8, 11, & 18. Using the smaller text on the first heart and so on. 
   I reprinted the "Love Gives Us Wings" a second time. I used the darkest purple, in the biggest font. 
   I used Lucinda Calligraphy sized at 65. I used the same font for my sentences. 
   I have Excel 2007. In that version, the Home Tab has an alignment function which will rotate the 
   text 45 degrees, clockwise. I used this to Rotate "Love Gives Us Wings" 45 degrees CW. 
   Love is on Line 1, with a row height of 198 - covering column E-I 
   Gives us is on Line 2, with a row height of 258 - covering column B-H 
   Wings is on Line 3, with a row height of 212.25 - covering column A-E

   Refer to the photo. I did it to use the most paper on the diagonal, with only a small seam in the left 
   corner. I had a ScorTape seam under the paper, so to keep it from showing, I used spray adhesive 
   and put it onto of a second thicker, card stock, in silver. I didn't want to run the heavier paper 
   through my printer. In hindsight, I might have just done that. I wanted to print on the text paper 
   and see how it printed. One run printed fine, but I wanted it thicker, so I ran it again.
4. Cut out all the pieces first and assemble per the photos. 
   The butterfly, I put on a clear cellophane so it would float above a printed base. 
   I glued the butterfly on last; it is fragile. 
   I used spray adhesive to mount the hearts on the base cutouts and the butterfly outline on the 
   cellophane. I helps to cut two pieces of cellophane together. Save one for another project. 
   I used the Memory Box Floral Square to cut out sections and add the flowers to the heart and 
   added sections over the basic butterfly cutout so they would make the transition from heart 
   to butterfly more obvious. I added the blue flowers and pearls to each for the same reason. 
5. Cut out 8 of the Blue Sodalite floral borders. Some you will trim at the edges. I cut the edge designs 
   first and then turned some upside down to match designs. Cut the border to suit.
6. This is a good time to use the punch for the small flowers from the Blue and make flowers. I cut 3 
   per flower, so there are 3 flowers, with 3 layers per flower. Then the pearls on top. 
   I left the first one whole, cut one petal from the second one, and 2 petals from the third on. 
   Using the cut flowers, wrap one petal from the cut around behind the other one and glue it. 
   This will form a small little cone. Cut a little off the back to make it shorter, to fit inside the base. 
   Using glue, stack the flowes and put another white flower or just a pearl inside. Use a pin tool 
   to hold them down for a bit. Again, on each layer that was glued I cut the back cone off to shorten it 
   before I stacked it on the uncut base. My little flowers were about 1/2 " before I pushed the petals 
   up. You can use premade flowers if you wish.
7. Put the Scortape or Silhouette sheet on the cardboard backing and take off the backing pieces. 
   Try not to touch the adhesive, you will stick. I lay the backing back down over exposed adhesive 
   if I want to lay things out before I adhere them. 
8. Put the Silver paper with the text on the exposed tape. I lined up the wording horizontally. 
   I also used pencil and drew a line on the cardboard, under the tape, to help with placement.
9. Put down the Blue Sodalite border to suit and glue down edges overlapping the silver. 
10. Use Silver gilding flakes and the Rub 'n Scrub to put the flakes into all exposed adhesive sheet.
11. Put down the hearts with redline tape to hold it and glue to make sure it stays put for a long time. I find that using the redline tape allows me to keep working before waiting for the glue to dry.

12. Add the Butterfly, using redline tape, and glue down the middle of the butterfly. Add 2 rolled up glue dots under each butterfly wing before you glue it down. It will lift the wings.

13. Add the small blue flowers and pearls. You can add them before if you want.


15. Put the paper design in the shadow box and put on the wall or wrap for gifting to a loved one.